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Abstract

Global localization is a challenging task for intelligent robots,
as its accuracy directly contributes to the performance of
downstream navigation and planning tasks. However, exist-
ing literature focus more on the place retrieval and the success
rate of localization, with limited attention given to the metrics
of position estimation. In this paper, a single-shot global Li-
DAR localization method is proposed with the ultimate goal
of achieving high position accuracy, inspired by the position-
ing approach of multi-constellation localization systems. Ini-
tially, we perform coarse localization using global descriptors
and select observation points along with their corresponding
coordinates based on the obtained coarse localization results.
Coordinates can be acquired from a pre-built map, GNSS, or
other devices. Then, a lightweight LiDAR odometry method
is designed to estimate the distance between the retrieved data
and the observation points. Ultimately, the localization prob-
lem is transformed into an optimization problem of solving a
system of multiple sphere equations. The experimental results
on the KITTI dataset and the self-collected dataset demon-
strate that our method achieves an average localization error
(including errors in the z-axis) of 0.89 meters. In addition, it
achieves retrieval efficiency of 0.357 s per frame on the for-
mer dataset and 0.214 s per frame on the latter one. Code
and data are available at https://github.com/jlurobot/multi-
constellation-localization.

Introduction
Global localization has a wide range of applications in au-
tonomous navigation for robots, e.g., initial localization in
autonomous driving (Li and Li 2021) and relocalization in
the kidnapped robot problem (Yu et al. 2020). It can be re-
garded as a problem of determining a robot or vehicle’s ini-
tial pose from sensor data without a prior pose. Single-shot
global localization (Ratz et al. 2020) is an efficient and effec-
tive method for initializing the pose, which utilizes a place
recognition and pose estimation to establish the relationship
between a single local lighting detection and ranging (Li-
DAR) frame and a pre-built map.

Single-shot global localization achieved solely through
place recognition (Cop, Borges, and Dubé 2018; Kim and
Kim 2018; Liu et al. 2019; Ma et al. 2022) is to retrieve
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Figure 1: An illustration of the mechanism of multi-
constellation localization and the proposed method.

the highest-probability keyframe (element of the pre-built
map) using global descriptors, and assessing the similarity
between the current frame and the keyframe. Typical meth-
ods include handcrafted feature-based methods such as De-
light (2018) and Scan Context (2018), as well as deep learn-
ing based methods like LPD-Net (2019) and OverlapTrans-
former (2022). However, these methods are constrained by
the aforementioned mechanism, as they treat the localization
problem as a database retrieval task only, resulting in coarse
localization results by providing the closest matching frame
pose from the database.

If high-precision results are required, feature-based regis-
tration or similar methods is still necessary for matching cur-
rent frame to retrieved keyframes. This category of method
is known as “place recognition followed by local pose esti-
mation,” employing a separate coarse-to-fine manner. Ratz
et al. (2020) enhanced SegMap (Dubé et al. 2020) by train-
ing neural network and evaluated the localization accuracy
using Iterative Closest Point (ICP) (Besl and McKay 1992).
Shi et al. (Shi et al. 2021) proposed a variant of Scan Con-
text for keyframe retrieval, then applied Normal Distribu-
tions Transform (NDT) (Biber and Straßer 2003) to get a
precise initial pose. Luo et al. (Luo et al. 2022) proposed
a descriptor called HOPN and refined the coarse pose us-
ing ICP. While these methods involve a refinement process,
their primary focus still lies in place recognition. The regis-
tration methods they utilize, such as ICP and NDT, can be
trapped in local optima due to unknown initial correspon-
dences between the source and target frames, or fail to con-
verge because of large translation between them. The cumu-
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lative errors and the sparsity of the map further complicate
the task of estimation, particularly in terms of estimating the
z-axis. Consequently, it lead to considerable errors in local-
ization. In addition, Yin et al.’s survey (Yin et al. 2023) only
describes registration methods when discussing these two-
stage methods, indicating limited innovation in this category
of approaches. Notably, they argue that in classical scheme
for autonomous mobile robots, a precise pose state is re-
quired for downstream planning and control module. Thus,
place retrieval is not the ultimate of global localization. In-
stead, pose estimation metrics holds greater significance.

In this paper, inspired by multi-constellation localization
systems, as shown in Fig. 1, a novel single-shot coarse-
to-fine global localization method is proposed. Firstly, a
global descriptor generated from input LiDAR data is used
for coarse place retrieval, followed by selecting multiple
adjacent point clouds as observation points. Subsequently,
a lightweight LiDAR odometry algorithm is proposed for
rapid registration between input data and various observed
point clouds, as well as for calculating the distances between
them. These distances are then used to construct a set of joint
equations for multi-sphere localization. Finally, An iterative
optimization method is proposed to solve this set of equa-
tions and determine the optimal position of the input data in
the map. The contribution can be summarized as four-fold:
• A novel global localization strategy is proposed, which is

less dependent on a pre-built map and effectively avoids
errors introduced by mapping.

• A feature-based registration method is proposed, which
enhances efficiency while maintaining insensitivity to
initial values and large translations.

• An iterative optimization algorithm is proposed to solve
the system of nonlinear equations in multi-sphere local-
ization, ensuring accurate position estimation, particu-
larly in the z-direction.

• Extensive experiments are carried out on different sce-
narios to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method,
with a emphasis on location estimation metrics.

Related Work
Place Recognition Only. Place recognition only methods
estimate the position based on the place retrieved through
descriptor matching. Hence, designing highly discrimina-
tive and representative descriptors is crucial. Handcrafted
feature based methods generally include point cloud com-
pression approaches like histogramming, voxelization, seg-
mentation, or projection. For example, Rusu et al. (Rusu,
Blodow, and Beetz 2009) proposed the fast point feature
histogram (FPFH), encoding relationships between neigh-
bors of feature points into histograms. The similarity mea-
sure based on fast histogram, proposed by Röhling et al.
(Röhling, Mack, and Schulz 2015), achieved place retrieval
by statistically analyzing the distribution of point cloud
ranges. Voxel-based representation learning (VBRL) (Siva,
Nahman, and Zhang 2020) extracted multi-modal features
from voxelized point clouds for place recognition. Fan et al.
(Fan, He, and Tan 2020) introduced a descriptor Seed, en-
abling place recognition by encoding the topological infor-

mation of segmented objects. In addition to directly generat-
ing descriptors on point clouds and segments, there are vari-
ous methods for mapping 3D point clouds to 2D planes, e.g.,
scan context and its variations. Kim et al. (2018) divided the
point cloud into several bins based on radial and azimuth di-
rections, and encoded the maximum height within each bin.
In their later work, scan context++ (Kim, Choi, and Kim
2021), they further explored the descriptor’s translational
invariance. Building on their research, Wang et al. (Wang
et al. 2020) introduced the concept of iris signatures and
employed Fourier transform for similarity calculation. Ki-
hara et al. (Kihara et al. 2022) combined Fourier transform
and cross-correlation to enhance the matching efficiency be-
tween descriptors.

However, traditional manual methods struggle with
invariance issues due to limitations in their descriptive
capabilities. With the popularity of deep learning, some
convolutional neural network models are exploited to
address this issue. PointNetVLAD (Uy and Lee 2018),
LPD-Net (2019), OverlapTransformer (2022), and other
deep learning methods designed special structures to learn
feature descriptors from large volumes of raw point cloud
data. However, due to their reliance on a tremendous
amount of training data, they struggle to generalize well
across diverse scenarios or when faced with varying data
acquisition conditions. Moreover, both manual methods
and deep learning approaches aforementioned retrieve the
nearest location from the database based on the current data,
leading to inaccurate localization.

Place Recognition Followed by Local Pose Estima-
tion. The approach of place recognition followed by local
pose estimation is carried out in two separate stages: the
first stage performs coarse place retrieval, and in the second
stage, location estimation is refined through registering
input data with map data attached to the retrieved place.
The field of point cloud registration has made remarkable
progress, with the emergence of several notable algorithms
such as GICP (Segal, Haehnel, and Thrun 2009), GO-ICP
(Yang et al. 2015), and KISS-ICP (Vizzo et al. 2023), in
addition to various ICP variants. However, when it comes
to the second stage of localization methods above, ICP and
NDT remain the commonly used methods. Furthermore,
research on two-stage localization methods is relatively
limited. Shi et al. (2021) enhanced descriptor rotational
invariance using principal component analysis (PCA)
(Wold, Esbensen, and Geladi 1987) and achieved precise
initial position by applying NDT. Luo et al. (2022) utilized
point normals encoded histograms for coarse localization,
with the option of using ICP refinement to optimize the
global pose. Li et al. (Li et al. 2021) enhanced the scan
context with semantic information and utilized a two-stage
semantic ICP to estimate the pose. Chen et al. introduced
OverlapNet (Chen et al. 2022), a dual-channel deep neural
network trained on LiDAR data to estimate the overlap
and yaw angle between point cloud pairs. Similarly, they
applied ICP to refine the initial estimation.

Scant research exists on the second stage could be at-
tributed to the challenges associated with handling two is-
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Figure 2: Overall pipeline of multi-constellation-inspired global localization. The content within the dashed rectangular box
represents the core components of the proposed method in this paper.

sues in current methods. Firstly, the sparsity of keyframes
leads to uncertainty in the translation and overlap between
the retrieved data and the map data, subsequently affecting
the accuracy and stability of registration algorithms. Sec-
ondly, point cloud registration is performed in the point
cloud coordinate system, and transforming it to the ground
truth coordinate system will inevitably introduce new er-
rors. The motivation of this paper is to directly achieve po-
sition estimation in x, y, and z coordinates using multi-
constellation localization mechanisms, thereby reducing the
method’s reliance on mapping and avoiding errors intro-
duced by coordinate system transformation.

Methodology
Problem Definition
The mechanism of the proposed method bears resemblance
to the multi-constellation localization system, which em-
ploys multiple satellites to establish three-dimensional spa-
tial relationships for localization. In this paper, the global
localization problem is converted into the establishment and
optimization of a nonlinear equation system based on trian-
gulation. Given n observation points oi for i = {1, 2, ..., n},
and the robot’s position is denoted as s. Then the final opti-
mal estimated position ŝ of the robot is formalized as:

ŝ = argmin
s

n∑
i=1

(∥s− oi∥ − di)
2, (1)

where di is the estimated distance between each observation
point and the robot.

System Overview
The preceding definition and the content formulated in Eq.
(1) actually encompass three aspects that need to be ad-
dressed. Firstly, it entails the selection of observation points
oi, involving the decision on which data should be utilized as
the observed position. Secondly, it deals with estimating the
distances di between the observation points and the localiza-
tion data. Lastly, it revolves around solving for the optimal
position ŝ that minimizes the final error.

Indeed, these aspects precisely correspond to the three
crucial steps of the proposed method: (1) selection of ob-
servation points, (2) lightweight LiDAR odometry, and (3)
multi-sphere iterative optimization. Firstly, a coarse local-
ization is performed based on global descriptors, and ob-
servation points are then selected near that localization us-
ing a fixed strategy. The registration and distance calcula-
tion between the observed point cloud data and the query
data are performed in the second step. In the final step, a
multi-sphere nonlinear equation system is constructed using
observed points’ coordinates and distances from the query
data, as to iteratively optimize the precise position of the
query data. A visual overview of our multi-constellation-
inspired localization method is depicted in Fig. 2.

Selection of Observation Points
The selection of observation points is essentially a database
querying process. To facilitate retrieval, each element in the
database is structured as a triplet ei = (ki, gi, oi), compris-
ing a point cloud keyframe ki, a global descriptor gi derived
from the point cloud, and corresponding coordinate infor-
mation oi. i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N}, N is the size of database. The
keyframe plays a vital role in the second step of the pro-
posed method, facilitating registration and distance calcu-
lation with the input data. The global descriptor serves as a
keyword, allowing for the rapid retrieval of a coarse position.
The coordinate information stores the relative 3D vector of
each point cloud frame with respect to the first point cloud
frame. This information can be provided by initial naviga-
tion system (INS), simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM), or other positioning devices.

Given an arbitrary frame of input LiDAR data kquery dur-
ing localization, the retrieval progress can be formulated as:

c = argmax
c∈{1,2,...,N}

sim(f(kquery), gc), (2)

where the function f(·) represents the process of convert-
ing input data into descriptors. The function sim(·) returns
the similarity between two global descriptors. If an index c
is found, we obtain a coarse position oc in ec mentioned in
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Algorithm 1: planar point downsampling
Input: sorted planar point set Q, first point q0 in set Q
Output: the downsampled set Q

′

1: Let Q
′
= {q0}, q = q0.

2: for qj in Q do
3: if ∥q − qj∥ > σ then
4: Q

′
= Q

′ ∪ {qj}
5: q = qj
6: end if
7: end for
8: return Q

′

the two-stage localization, which is also one of the obser-
vation points we want to select. To meet the requirement of
at least three observed points for the equation system and
ensure overlapping areas between point clouds for registra-
tion, the neighboring positions oc−u to oc+v , along with
oc, are selected as the observation points. u and v satisfy
u + v = n − 1. n is the total number of observation points,
including the one found through retrieval. u and v represent
the number of observation points that precede and follow
this found point, respectively. This completes the acquisition
of observation position in Eq. (1).

Lightweight LiDAR Odometry
In the real multi-constellation localization problem, dis-
tances between the receiver and satellites are obtained using
time of flight (TOF) measurements. However, the estima-
tion of distances between the robot and observation points
requires point cloud registration as the initial step. Due to
the requirement for multiple registrations of various obser-
vation data with the query data, using NDT, ICP, or their
variants would have a considerable impact on the real-time
performance. Furthermore, considering the requirement for
stability, we make modifications to the LiDAR odometry and
mapping (LOAM) (Zhang and Singh 2014) to better align
with the localization process proposed in this paper.

Firstly, lightweight is performed to reduce the number
of feature points involved in registration, ensuring real-time
performance. More specifically, we omit the edge point ex-
traction part of the LOAM method and apply Algorithm 1
to filter the planar points. If the distance between the current
point q and the subsequent point qj is greater than a prede-
fined threshold, the point qj is added to a new set of planar
points, and the current point q is updated. Otherwise, the it-
eration continues to traverse the remaining planar points.

Furthermore, the loss function is modified to mitigate
the impact of initial values and large translations. The pose
between the input point cloud kquery and the observation
point cloud ki is denoted by a, with its initial value a0 =

[rx ry rz tx ty tz]
T . The corresponding translation matrix is

given by:

t =

1 0 0 tx
0 1 0 ty
0 0 1 tz
0 0 0 1

 , (3)

the rotation matrices around three axes are given by:

Rx =

1 0 0 0
0 cos(rx) − sin(rx) 0
0 sin(rx) cos(rx) 0
0 0 0 1

 , (4)

Ry =

 cos(ry) 0 sin(ry) 0
0 1 0 0

− sin(ry) 0 cos(ry) 0
0 0 0 1

 , (5)

Rz =

cos(rz) − sin(rz) 0 0
sin(rz) cos(rz) 0 0

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 . (6)

All points qj in the planar point set Q
′
, which extracted

from kquery , are transformed into the coordinate system of
ki, yields the following equation:

q
′

j = t ·Rz ·Ry ·Rx · qj , (7)

the points near qj
′

in ki is searched for constructing a plane
equation Ax+By+Cz+D = 1, A2+B2+C2 = 1. The
distance from the point qj

′
to the plane can be calculated as:

dis(q
′

j , ki) =
∣∣∣A · xq

′
j
+B · yq′j + C · zq′j +D

∣∣∣ . (8)

Thus, the cost function can be represented as:

loss =
∑
j

dis(q
′

j , ki), (9)

using the Gauss-Newton method for optimization, the Jaco-

bian matrix is J =
[
∂loss
∂rx

∂loss
∂ry

∂loss
∂rz

∂loss
∂tx

∂loss
∂ty

∂loss
∂tz

]T
.

Then the constructed linear system of equations is given as:

J · JT ·∆a = −J · loss. (10)
The linear system of equations is iteratively solved to ob-

tain the parameter update ∆a, which is then used to update
the parameters a. The iteration continues until the objective
function converges to its minimum or meets a specified con-
vergence criterion. Once the parameters a is obtained, the
distance di between the current data and the observed data
can be calculated using its components tx, ty , and tz:

di =
√

t2x + t2y + t2z. (11)

Multi-sphere Iterative Optimization
After completing the two aforementioned steps, the coordi-
nates of three observed points, namely oi for i = {1, 2, 3},
along with their corresponding distances to the localization
point (position of the robot), denoted as di for i = {1, 2, 3}
are obtained. Then, the localization point s can be deter-
mined by solving the following set of equations:

(∥s− oi∥)− di = 0. (12)

If Eq. (12) has solutions, the position of the robot can
be represented as s1 or s2. In a multi-constellation localiza-
tion system, the distance between the receiver and satellites
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is very large, making it easy to distinguish which solution
lies on the Earth’s surface. The two solutions are close to
each other in our method, considering that the registration
requires a certain overlap between the point clouds. It re-
quires solving at least 4 sets of Eq. (12) to find their shared
solution. However, due to the errors introduced during regis-
tration, inaccurate estimation of di, finding a consistent so-
lution becomes infeasible. Therefore, this problem needs to
be transformed into an optimization problem, as illustrated
in Eq. (1).

To address the aforementioned issue, a novel multi-sphere
iterative optimization method is proposed for obtaining the
optimal position. Firstly, the initial value ŝ0 is set using the
results obtained from the three-sphere localization as:

ŝ0 =
s1 + s2

2
. (13)

Then, the iterative process can be formulated as follows:

mi = ∥oi − ŝl∥ , (14)

ŝl+1 = ŝl +
n∑

i=1

(mi − di) · (oi − ŝl)

mi
· ρ, (15)

τl+1 =

n∑
i=1

∥oi − ŝl+1∥ − di, (16)

where n is the number of observed points, and n is greater
than or equal to 4. ρ is theoretically a function that takes the
registration error variance as input, but for simplification in
this paper, it is set as a constant. τl+1 refers to the iteration
error. The iteration stops when τl+1 − τl < ε and l < γ. γ is
an iterative termination condition.

Experiments
In this section, we will describe the dataset, experimental
details, and a series of experiments which can demonstrate
the performance of the proposed method. All experiments
are conducted on a computer equipped with an Intel Core
i7-1165G7 processor and 32GB of RAM. All methods are
implemented in C++ and executed on Ubuntu Linux.

Dataset
KITTI Dataset. KITTI dataset is released in (Geiger,
Lenz, and Urtasun 2012), which provides 3D point clouds
generated by Velodyne-HDL64e LiDAR and ground truth
provided by OxTS-RT3000. In this paper, we choose se-
quences “02”, “05” and “07” as benchmarks because of their
trajectory lengths cover a diverse range of distances.

Self-collected Dataset. The self-collected dataset involves
three sequences: two obtained using a passenger vehicle
(Volkswagen Tiguan) in a campus scenario, and the other ac-
quired with an off-road platform (Avenger) in hilly area. The
data format for all sequences is consistent with KITTI. Point
clouds is generated by Velodyne-HDL32e and VLP161,

1https://velodynelidar.com/products/puck/

while ground truth is obtained using a Npos220s2. The data
collection platforms are shown in Fig. 3.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Overview of data collection platforms, (a)
Volkswagen Tiguan with Velodyne-HDL32e scanner, (b)
Avenger with Velodyne-VLP16 scanner.

Evaluation Metric
We deploy the translation error and its standard deviation to
evaluate the localization performance. The translation error
erri between each estimated position ŝi and the ground truth
gti is given by:

erri = ∥ŝi − gti∥ , (17)

and compute the standard deviation std is calculated as:

std =

√∑
i(erri − ¯err)2

n
, (18)

where ¯err is the average translation error of all estimated
positions.

Experimental Setup
We adopt the strategy proposed by Shi et al. (Shi et al. 2021),
employing the scan context for coarse localization in the first
stage. Subsequently, comparative experiments are conducted
using the methods introduced in this paper, alongside ICP,
NDT, GICP, and KISS-ICP, in the second stage. For simplic-
ity, these comparative methods are refered as Sc-Icp, Sc-Ndt,
Sc-Gicp, and Sc-Kicp, respectively.

Because of the need for a pre-built map in these compara-
tive methods, LIO-SAM (Shan et al. 2020) is employed in
this paper, and global navigation satellite system (GNSS)
factors are incorporated for mapping. Sequences “02”, “05”,
and “07” are individually divided into two parts. Starting
from the initial frame of each sequence, the point cloud is
employed for mapping every 0.2 second, while the remain-
ing data is dedicated to localization tasks. Moreover, The
number of observed points in the proposed method is set to
5 (the preceding two and the subsequent two). To quantita-
tively analyze the experiments, we also align the mapping
trajectory and GNSS ground truth trajectory using the NDT
method. The average errors and standard deviations obtained
by randomly selecting 80 points from the localization data.

2https://www.gpsolution.com/porduct-info/110.html
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 4: Visualization of localization results on the KITTI dataset: Figures (a), (b), and (c) present the horizontal comparison
between 80 randomly sampled points estimated by each method and the ground truth for sequences 02, 05, and 07. Figures (d),
(e), and (f) illustrate the vertical comparison for the same sequences.

Methods
KITTI “02” KITTI “05” KITTI “07”

avg std avg std avg std
total xoy z total xoy z total xoy z total xoy z total xoy z total xoy z

Sc-Icp 7.95 7.65 1.66 7.49 7.50 1.34 2.26 2.02 0.61 4.42 4.47 0.53 2.90 2.84 0.31 3.86 3.89 0.21
Sc-Ndt 9.65 9.35 1.59 15.87 15.93 1.17 2.17 1.94 0.57 4.90 4.94 0.46 3.02 2.98 0.24 4.35 4.37 0.15
Sc-Gicp 9.45 9.16 1.51 15.00 15.05 1.18 2.22 2.00 0.58 4.78 4.82 0.44 3.03 3.00 0.22 4.15 4.17 0.14
Sc-Kicp 9.10 8.80 1.61 13.40 13.45 1.23 2.15 1.91 0.58 4.89 4.94 0.47 3.01 2.98 0.26 4.34 4.35 0.18

Ours 1.28 1.16 0.25 0.65 0.45 0.68 0.77 0.74 0.09 0.35 0.35 0.21 0.90 0.83 0.17 0.32 0.32 0.31

Table 1: Comparison of average errors and standard deviations for global localization on KITTI “02”, “05”, and “07”. “total”
represents the metrics along the x, y, and z axes. “xoy” represents the metrics along the x and y axes. “z” represents the metrics
along the z axis.

Test on KITTI Dataset
Due to the vital role of descriptors in ensuring the success
rate of localization, the accuracy of localization, when suc-
cessful and with correct position retrieval, is heavily reliant
on the performance of the registration approach. Table 1 in-
dicates the proposed method in this paper outperforms the
competing methods by a considerable margin, owing to the
implementation of a novel localization strategy. Averaging
across all three sequences, our total localization error is 0.98
meters, 3.39 meters smaller than the error reported by Luo
et al. for the ICP method in their paper, 3.97 meters smaller
than NDT mentioned in Shi et al.’s paper. Compared to G-
ICP and the latest KISS-ICP, the errors are reduced by 3.92
meters and 3.77 meters, respectively. In addition, our total
standard deviation is 0.44 meters, reduced by 4.82 meters,
7.93 meters, 7.54 meters, and 7.1 meters compared to the
comparative methods. The above results demonstrate that

our method not only achieves more accurate localization on
the KITTI dataset but also exhibits remarkable stability.

To qualitatively showcase our results on the public
dataset, we visualized the localization outcomes in both the
horizontal and vertical directions, as depicted in Fig. 4. From
Fig. 4 (a), (b), and (c), it is evident that the proposed multi-
constellation inspired localization method exhibits a better
alignment with the ground truth in the xoy plane when us-
ing the same descriptor and coarse positioning conditions.
In contrast, other comparative methods exhibit larger local-
ization errors when encountering significant turning maneu-
vers. In the vertical direction, as shown in Fig. 7(d), (e),
and (f), the performance of all methods is relatively infe-
rior compared to the horizontal direction. Our method shows
z-values that are close to the ground truth in most local-
ization points, with some minor fluctuations observed in a
few cases. The fluctuation may be attributed to factors such
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 5: Visualization of localization results on the self-collected dataset. Figures (a), (b), (d), and (e) show results in the
campus scenario, while the others are in wilderness.

Methods
Campus “01” Campus “02” Wilderness

avg std avg std avg std
total xoy z total xoy z total xoy z total xoy z total xoy z total xoy z

Sc-Icp 2.66 2.52 0.58 2.22 2.26 0.43 3.38 3.30 0.50 3.96 3.96 0.50 5.41 5.05 1.51 5.54 5.58 1.01
Sc-Ndt 0.78 0.60 0.42 0.33 0.28 0.33 2.41 2.25 0.38 13.30 13.32 0.27 6.38 6.04 1.61 11.59 11.40 2.48
Sc-Gicp 0.87 0.69 0.43 0.37 0.34 0.33 2.45 2.27 0.40 13.30 13.32 0.30 6.20 5.84 1.51 7.77 7.80 1.29
Sc-Kicp 0.89 0.62 0.55 0.41 0.31 0.43 1.44 1.20 0.53 3.27 3.30 0.36 6.88 6.61 1.60 9.00 8.86 1.86

Ours 0.61 0.57 0.14 0.33 0.30 0.22 0.64 0.59 0.17 0.41 0.38 0.23 1.13 0.96 0.41 1.77 1.77 0.41

Table 2: Comparison of average errors and standard deviations for global localization on self-collected dataset.

as occlusion and motion distortion, leading to suboptimal
initial values provided by the registration. In contrast, the
comparative methods deviate from the ground truth in the
majority of cases and only occasionally estimate the correct
z-values accurately.

Test on Self-collected Dataset
To further validate the effectiveness and generality of our
proposed method, we conducted a series of experiments on
self-collected data. Apart from increasing the keyframe se-
lection interval from the original 0.2 seconds to 0.4 seconds,
all other experimental settings remained unchanged. The av-
erage errors and standard deviations in campus and hilly area
are shown in Table 2.

As with the previous experiments, we also visualized the
localization trajectories, depicted in Fig. 5. The results from
Table 2 and Fig. 5 support the conclusion that the proposed
method outperforms the comparative approaches in terms of
performance. On the two campus datasets, our average to-
tal localization error reaches the decimeter level, at 0.625

meters. The fluctuation is also relatively small, with an av-
erage total standard deviation of 0.37 meters. The results on
hilly area data also show superior performance compared to
the comparative methods. The total localization error is 1.13
meters, which is only 20.89% of the second-ranked method,
and the total standard deviation is 1.77 meters, which is only
31.95% of the same method. It is worth noting that our pro-
posed method also provides more accurate estimates in the
z-axis, as demonstrated in the KITTI dataset’s sequence 02
(Fig. 4 (d)) and hilly area data (Fig. 5 (f)). In certain appli-
cations, such as mountainous rescue robots or autonomous
driving in a viaduct scenario, having a more precise esti-
mation in the z-axis becomes imperative. The improved ac-
curacy can significantly enhance the performance of these
systems.

The primary reason for obtaining such superior results
is the implementation of our novel approach during the
fine localization process. Compared to common registration-
based approaches, our advantages mainly lie in two aspects.
Firstly, registration-based methods rely on the relative po-
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Scenario Sc-Icp Sc-Ndt Sc-Gicp Sc-Kicp Ours
KITTI “02” 1.759 0.541 2.172 0.033 0.359
KITTI “05” 1.634 0.599 2.769 0.024 0.403
KITTI “07” 1.755 0.658 3.626 0.022 0.310

Campus “01” 1.418 0.509 3.178 0.044 0.139
Campus “02” 1.919 0.672 4.465 0.060 0.145
Wilderness 1.123 0.646 4.097 0.055 0.358

Table 3: Runtime of methods for processing one scan (s)

sition relationship between the current data and the refer-
ence data or the local map of the reference data for localiza-
tion. The computation is performed only once, and if im-
pacted by initial values or significant translations, the lo-
calization results lack redundant measures for rectification.
In contrast, our method leverages multiple observations and
employs optimization techniques to estimate the position.
This approach helps mitigate errors caused by occasional in-
correct observations to a considerable extent. Furthermore,
our method directly estimates the coordinate positions, re-
sulting in errors primarily arising from computations when
compared to ground truth. Thus, the estimation of all three
axes becomes more accurate, particularly the z-axis. In con-
trast, registration-based approaches introduce errors from
map building, coordinate system transformations between
ground truth and map coordinate systems, as well as com-
putational errors.

Runtime Comparison
The runtime for each method is shown in Table 3. The
running time is recorded for both coarse localization and
fine registration steps. Sc-Kicp stands out as the fastest-
performing method. Our method is ranked second, with an
average processing speed of 0.357 s per frame for KITTI
dataset and 0.214 s per frame for self-collected dataset. The
above results demonstrate that our method can achieve real-
time initial localization (excluding tracking), attributed to
our lightweight registration method and concurrency.

Conclusion
In this paper, a novel single-shot global localization method
is introduced, which leverages triangulation formed between
retrieval data and multiple observed data based on their co-
ordinates and distances. In comparison to conventional ap-
proaches, this method diminishes the dependency on point
cloud maps and broadens its applicability. In addition, an
improved LiDAR odometry method is proposed to estimate
the distances. Its lightweight processing enhances the effi-
ciency of the method. Lastly, utilizing the obtained coordi-
nate and distance information, a system of multiple-sphere
equations is constructed, and iterative optimization is em-
ployed to achieve accurate localization in the 3 degrees of
freedom: x, y, and z. Extensive experiments validate the
real-time capability, robustness, and generality of the pro-
posed method. This is evident in localization times of un-
der half a second (0.286 s), as well as achieving an average
total localization error of approximately 1 meter (0.89 m)

in urban, campus, and wild environments. Additionally, the
method excels in estimating elevation values.
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